
User Level Failure Mitigation  is a set of MPI extensions to report errors, provide interfaces to 
stabilize the distributed state, and restore the communication capabilities in applications 
affected by process failures. Relevant communicators, RMA windows, and I/O files can be 
reconstructed online, without restarting the application, as required by the user recovery 
strategy.

ULFM’s capability to restore communication after a fault is crucial infrastructure for supporting the design 
and deployment of production-grade recovery strategies. Multiple applications and programming 
frameworks are already taking advantage of ULFM constructs to deliver varied fault tolerance strategies– 
from run-through algorithms that continue without rejuvenating the lost processes, to methods that 
restore the lost processes and their dataset–either from checkpoints or from checkpoint-free forward 
recovery techniques.

USER LEVEL FAILURE MITIGATION

FLEXIBILITY
� No predefined recovery model is imposed or 

favored. Instead, a set of versatile APIs is 
included to provide support for different 
recovery styles (e.g., checkpoint, ABFT, 
iterative,  Master-Worker).

� Application directs the recovery, and it only 
pays for the level of protection it needs.

� Recovery can be restricted to a subgroup, 
thereby preserving scalability and easing the 
composition of libraries.

PERFORMANCE
� Protective actions are outside of critical MPI 

routines. 

� MPI implementors can uphold communication, 
collective, one-sided, and I/O management 
algorithms unmodified. 

� Encourages programs to be reactive to failures 
and cost manifests only at recovery.

PRODUCTIVITY
� Backward compatible with legacy, fragile 

applications. 

� Simple and familiar concepts to repair MPI. 

� Provides key MPI concepts to enable FT 
support from library, runtime, and language 
extensions. 
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SOFTWARE RELEASE

� Derived directly from the  latest Open MPI master
� No measurable failure-free overhead on HPC 

networks
� Support for fault tolerance (FT) with

• MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE
• Non-blocking collective
• uGNI, Open IB, TCP, CMA Shared-memory
• Slurm, ALPS, PBS launchers integration
• Simplified build and runtime arguments

� Beta support for FT
• RMA and FILES operations

FAILURE DETECTION 
Given the same heartbeat period (n), the deterministic 

failure detection algorithm improves scalability vs. 
state-of-the-art random probing detectors (Swim).

AGREEMENT 
Users can stabilize the global state after a failure with 

this consensus operation. ERA (early returning 
agreement) latency is only double Cray’s optimized, 

non-resilient Allreduce. 

RELIABLE BROADCAST 
Revoke permits disseminating fault information. It’s 
latency is lower than a barrier. A reliable broadcast 

causes only a short burst of network activity (~700 µs).

USER COMMUNITIES

� Programming languages
• X10 over MPI with “DeadPlace” exception 

support
• CoArrays Fortran with “FailedImages” extension

� Checkpointing Frameworks
• Fenix, CRAFTS, LFLR, VELOC

� Applications
• PDE solvers, FTLA

� Non-HPC workloads
• SAP Databases, Hadoop over MPI
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   FEATURES

Figure 3: Revoke cost in Barrier depending on the
initiator rank calling MPIX_COMM_REVOKE(6,000 pro-
cesses).

erations posted on commBuntil the typical latency becomes
similar to pre-Revoke operations on commA.

The collective communication patterns are inherited, with-
out modification, from the Open MPI non-fault tolerant
“ tuned ” module. The Cray optimized MPI can, in some
instances, achieve higher performance. For the purpose of
our evaluation, the tuned generic implementation, based on
MPI point-to-point message exchanges, is representative of
users’ communication patterns commonly found in typical,
portable HPC applications.

4.2 Initiator Location and Revoke Impact
Figure 3 presents the latency of Barriers on 6,000 pro-

cesses, depending on the rank of the initiator process that
invokes the MPIX_COMM_REVOKEoperation. Thanks to the
symmetric nature of the BMG topology, the Revoked Bar-
rier latency is stable and independent of the initiator rank.
One can note that the time to complete a Revoked Bar-
rier is smaller than the time to complete a normal Barrier.
The normal Barrier has a strong synchronizing semantic:
the operation cannot complete before every process has en-
tered the barrier. A Revoked Barrier doesn’t enforce that
synchronization anymore and it can complete locally before
some processes have participated. Instead, the latency of the
Revoked operation denotes the time taken by the Revoke re-
silient broadcast to reach every rank for the first time; this
propagation latency is similar to the cost of a small message
Broadcast.

However, as stated before, when the Revoke notification
has been delivered to every rank, the reliable broadcast has

a consequence, the performance of the first post-Revoke col-
lective operation sustains some performance degradation re-
sulting from the network jitter associated with the circula-
tion of these tokens. This performance degradation is mod-
erate, with the latency approximately doubling. The jitter
noise is equally spread on the BMG topology, therefore, the
increased latency of the first (and the much reduced impact
on the 2nd to 5th ) Barrier is also independent of the initia-
tors’ rank.

Although after the first post-Revoke Barrier, no new Re-
voke tokens are injected (when the first Barrier of plan B
completes, a Revoke token has been delivered at every rank,
thus every rank has already injected its reliable broadcast
tokens), the absorption of delayed tokens and the lost syn-
chrony resulting from the initial jitter combine to impact
slightly the Barrier performance. After the fifth Barrier (ap-
proximately 700 µs ), the application is fully resynchronized,
and the Revoke reliable broadcast has terminated, therefore
leaving the application free from observable jitter.

4.3 Scalability
Figure 4 presents the scalability of the Barrier (left) and

AllReduce (right) collective communications in the Revoke
benchmark. The first observation is that the performance
of post-Revoke collective communications follows the same
scalability trend as the pre-Revoke operations, even those
impacted by jitter. In the case of the AllReduce collec-
tive communication, aside from the 1
duce communication, which still exhibit a moderate over-
head from jitter, the 2 nd

mildly impacted and the 3
icant di �erence from the failure free case, illustrating that
the jitter introduced by the reliable broadcast algorithm has
a lesser impact on this communication pattern. When the
number of processes increases, the impact o�itter —the
di�erence between the failure-free and the 1
operation— is almost constant (or slightly decreasing). If
this trend were to continue at larger scales, the impact of
jitter could become asymptotically negligible.

Last, while the implementations of the “
operations di �er in performance trends on this Cray machine
(for reasons outside of the scope of this work, but rooting in
the internal collective algorithm selection logic being tuned
for the Infiniband network), the performance of the revoked
operation is similar in both cases, illustrating that, as long
as MPI progress is triggered, the propagation latency of the
BMG reliable broadcast is independent from the communi-
cation plan being revoked.

4.4 AllReduce and Message Size
Figure 5 presents the latency of the AllReduce collective

communication when the message size varies. Focusing first
on the cost of the Revoked AllReduce operation, one can ob-
serve that the duration of the operation remains independent
of the message size until the message size increases to 1MB
or more. As the Revoked operation is interrupted before ex-
changing the entire communication volume, this behavior is
expected. For larger message sizes, however, the delivery of
the Revoke notification may be delayed by the granularity
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RESILIENCE EXTENSIONS FOR MPI:
ULFM provides targeted interfaces to empower recovery strategies with adequate options to restore communication 
capabilities and global consistency, at the necessary levels only.

CONTINUE ACROSS ERRORS
In ULFM, failures do not alter the state of MPI communicators. 
Point-to-point operations can continue undisturbed between 
non-faulty processes. ULFM imposes no recovery cost on simple 
communication patterns that can proceed despite failures. 

EXCEPTIONS IN CONTAINED DOMAINS
A process can use MPI_[Comm,Win,File]_revoke to propagate an 
error notification on the entire group, and could, for example, 
interrupt other ranks to join a coordinated recovery. 

FULL-CAPABILITY RECOVERY
Allowing collective operations to operate on damaged MPI objects 
(communicators, RMA windows, or files) would incur unacceptable 
overhead. The MPI_Comm_shrink routine builds a replacement 
communicator–excluding failed processes—that can be used to resume 
collective operations in malleable applications, spawn replacement 
processes in non-moldable applications, and rebuild RMA windows and files.
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ONGOING RESEARCH: EVALUATE THE COST AND EXPRESSIVITY OF ASYNCHRONOUS RECOVERY

DOWNLOAD THE LATEST RELEASE

http://fault-tolerance.org/

ERROR SCOPING
Adding per-communicator (window/file) control knobs for the application to control the scope of error reporting: set 
Info key mpix_error_scope on a communicator to control which errors interrupt MPI calls.

• “local”: current ULFM behavior: report an error only when communicating with a failed peer (e.g., recv from 
failed process, collective communication) default, current ULFM

• “group”: report errors (i.e., REVOKE) for a failure at any process with a rank in the comm/win/file (e.g., in recv 
from an alive process in comm)

• “global”: report errors (i.e., REVOKE) for a failure anywhere in “universe”

ERROR UNIFORMITY
All processes partake in a collective operation, should they return an error in unison? Use sets info key 
mpix_error_uniform on a communicator to control if error reports need to be uniform.

• “local”: errors reported as needed to inform of invalid outputs (buffers/comms) at the reporting rank (i.e., other 
ranks may report success); default, current ULFM

• “create”: if communicator/win/file creation operations (e.g., comm_split, file_open, win_create, comm_spawn) 
reports at a rank, it has reported the same ERR_PROC_FAILED/REVOKED at all ranks 

• “coll”: same as above, for all collective calls (including creates)

ASYNCHRONOUS ERROR RECOVERY
Error recovery is difficult to overlap, because MPI currently misses asynchronous dynamic processes constructs.

• Adding MPI_COMM_ISHRINK to enable asynchronous failed processes exclusion

• Adding MPI_COMM_ISPAWN (and ICONNECT/IACCEPT) to enable asynchronous spare respawn (as well as many 
other non-ft application use cases)

SCOPING EXAMPLE: 
Only rank4 reports as it is communicating 

with failed rank 5.

 UNIFORMITY EXAMPLE: 
An error is reported only at some leaf node in a 

broadcast topology with a failure.
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a consequence, the performance of the first post-Revoke col-
lective operation sustains some performance degradation re-
sulting from the network jitter associated with the circula-
tion of these tokens. This performance degradation is mod-
erate, with the latency approximately doubling. The jitter
noise is equally spread on the BMG topology, therefore, the
increased latency of the first (and the much reduced impact

) Barrier is also independent of the initia-

Although after the first post-Revoke Barrier, no new Re-
voke tokens are injected (when the first Barrier of plan B
completes, a Revoke token has been delivered at every rank,
thus every rank has already injected its reliable broadcast
tokens), the absorption of delayed tokens and the lost syn-
chrony resulting from the initial jitter combine to impact
slightly the Barrier performance. After the fifth Barrier (ap-

), the application is fully resynchronized,
and the Revoke reliable broadcast has terminated, therefore
leaving the application free from observable jitter.

Figure 4 presents the scalability of the Barrier (left) and
AllReduce (right) collective communications in the Revoke
benchmark. The first observation is that the performance
of post-Revoke collective communications follows the same
scalability trend as the pre-Revoke operations, even those
impacted by jitter. In the case of the AllReduce collec-
tive communication, aside from the 1 st post-Revoke AllRe-
duce communication, which still exhibit a moderate over-

post-Revoke AllReduce is only
AllReduce exhibit no signif-

erence from the failure free case, illustrating that
the jitter introduced by the reliable broadcast algorithm has
a lesser impact on this communication pattern. When the
number of processes increases, the impact o�itter —the

erence between the failure-free and the 1 st post-Revoke
operation— is almost constant (or slightly decreasing). If
this trend were to continue at larger scales, the impact of
jitter could become asymptotically negligible.

Last, while the implementations of the “ tuned ” collective
er in performance trends on this Cray machine

(for reasons outside of the scope of this work, but rooting in
the internal collective algorithm selection logic being tuned
for the Infiniband network), the performance of the revoked
operation is similar in both cases, illustrating that, as long
as MPI progress is triggered, the propagation latency of the
BMG reliable broadcast is independent from the communi-

4.4 AllReduce and Message Size
Figure 5 presents the latency of the AllReduce collective

communication when the message size varies. Focusing first
on the cost of the Revoked AllReduce operation, one can ob-
serve that the duration of the operation remains independent
of the message size until the message size increases to 1MB
or more. As the Revoked operation is interrupted before ex-
changing the entire communication volume, this behavior is
expected. For larger message sizes, however, the delivery of
the Revoke notification may be delayed by the granularity


